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Prepared by the IGF Secretariat
Records of recognized NRIs is 127 (+ 3 in-formation)

The IGF Secretariat conducts the retroactive recognition, which reflects the total number of the NRIs, historically. These numbers are the existing records during the IGF relevant annual meetings.
Recently recognized NRIs

1. Quebec sub-regional IGF
2. Russian Youth IGF
3. Botswana IGF
4. Côte d'Ivoire IGF
5. Moldova IGF

- **In-formation NRIs:** Chad Youth IGF; Sierra Leone IGF; Liberia Youth IGF
NRIs integration in IGF 2020

- **NRIs Main Session**: Internet governance in the world of emergency situations
- **6 NRIs Collaborative Sessions** (focused on: future of jobs; data utilisation; digital economy; cybersecurity; digital rights; content regulation)
- **NRIs Coordination Session** (open work meeting between the NRIs, UNDESA, MAG Chair, IGF Secretariat and wider IGF community)
- **NRIs Joint Booth**
- **NRIs as contributors to the IGF intersessional work**
- **NRIs wish to self-organize and respond to the HLPDC Report follow-up consultations, round table 5AB**
NRIs meetings 2020

- COVID-19 pandemic impacted NRIs meeting schedule.
- A number of meetings postponed: APrIGF; Russian IGF, Swiss IGF, Quebec IGF, Azerbaijan Youth IGF, Moldova IGF.
- Possible postponement: South Sudan IGF, Canada IGF.
- EuroDIG and YouthDIG possibly to be hosted online

*IGF Secretariat will inform the community via the NRIs mailing list and its website of any NRIs schedule-related changes.*
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